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FOREWORD

Through the provision of state funds by legislative actioq, the people of Florida have
indicated their desire to meet the special education needs 'of exceptional students. The
Florida Department of Education is ready to cooperate with parents, teachers, school
administrators, other agencies, and interested citizens in an effort to establish
instructional prc7rams for exceptional students as the local community may need.

The right of an exceptional student to a *free public education must be fully
impleinented. This Resource Manual should assist local school systems in developing
appropriate procedures to provide those special arrangements which will enable the
exceptional student to make greater progress toward optimal growth and development.

It is hoped that this ResOurce Manual will help bring clarity and direction to educational
planning for exceptional students in Florida and be broad enough in scope for the varying
needs of the individual and the community.

V.



INTRODUCTION

Mental retardation was first recognized by the Florida Legislature as an area, requiring
Special instructional programs in 1945 when the 1941 law which provided for programs
for physically impaired students was amended to include instruction and facilities for
students who are mentally retarded. Since that time, Florida has assumed the
responsibility for providing appropriate public school programs for educable mentally
retarded students. Programs for trainable mentally retarded students were added in
1968 and for severely and profoundly retarded students in 1974:

During_ the past thirty-eight years; many changes have occurred to influence the
programs for mentally retarded SttidentS. In Florida the period from 1958-1968 was one
of slow growth. Major concerns centered around teacher_training, curriculum develop-
ment, and development of special material:. and methods; A period of rapid groWth
began in 1968 when the Florida Legislature, in specitl Session, mandated that all
exceptional stIdents be provided_ an appropriate program of special education by 1973. A
further impetus was added_ by a legitlative allocation of $0;000,000 for the construction
of specialized facilities. The hurri)-e_r _of students in programs for educable and trainable
mentally retarded stUderits increased from 14,886 in 1965-66 to 33,112 in 1973-74. ,

Florida had made alternative platen-tents for mentally retarded students available from
the beginning ,of the prograni In 19654661 for example, 18% of the educable mentally
retarded students were being eduCated in resource rooms part time and regular classeS
part time Nationally, hoWeVer, a concern began to grow as to the most appropriate
placement for mildly handitapped Students, and in 1973, the American Association on
Mental Deficiency (AAMD) amended its definition of mental retardation to exclude the
borderline student and only include_ persons whose performance is two or more standard
deviations below the mean lutually, IQ below 70) on a standardized assessment of
intellectual functioning associated with a deficiency in adaptive behavior.

In 1974, the Bureau of EtititatiOn for Exceptional Students, Florida Department of
Education, in response :to _requests from Florida's school districts for a more specific
guide in planning and irripleMenting programs for mentally retarded students,_ Invited a
task force to develop such a guide. The task force, funded through an El-IA VI=I3 grant,
consisted of over 100 tiertont notable in the field of mental retardation and related
disciplines. Guidelines 1975: Volume II-43-----Development and Evaluation of Programs or
Mental Retardation was developed by the task force and has been _a useful tool for
district perSonnel. One recommendation of the task force was that _Florida adopt the
1973 AAMD definition of mental retardation because of its emphasis on adaptive
behavior as well as intelleCtual assessment in diagnosing mental retardation, and because
its adoption Would promote effective interagency cooperation since so many agencies do
accept the definition. The State Board of Education's subsequent adoption of the new
AAMD definition led to a change in eligibility criteria and placement procedures for
programs for the mentally retarded;

A _second.major nation*_change in the field, exemplified by the landmark decision in the
PARC (1971) case, was the inclusion of severely and profoundly retarded students as a
responsibility of the public school system. Althotigh some students in the range of severe
and profound retardation were being served in programs for trainable mentally retarded
students, Florida officially recognized education of_ the severely and profoundly retarded
as a responsibility of the public school system in 1974 when the Legislature expanded the
definition of mental retardation to include this population. The 1974, 1975 and 1976



Legislatures provided transitional categorical funds for the development of programs for
severely and profoundly retarded students annually over a three-year phase-in period and
mandated 1977-78 as the year when all severely and profoundly retarded students would
be provided an appropriate public school education.

Thus, from 1974 through 1978, the population eligible for programs for the mentally
retarded' shifted- from a range of IQs approximately between 25 and 75 to a range of
apprommately 0 to 704Q;

The ..third major influence on programs for mentally retarded students has been the
concern that identification and assessment procedures provide assurance that unfair
discrimination on the basis of race or culture does not exist. Attempts to keep
assessment nonbiascd have resulted in the mandatory expansion of student evaluation to
include adaptive behavior and academic, physical, and sensory evaluations, as well as a
psychological evaluation; Most recently, landmark federal legislation has focused
attention on due process and human rights;

Another milestone for the education of mentally retarded students in Florida was
reached in 1980; House Bill 1327, which was passed- by the 1980 Legislature, transferred
the responsibility for educational programs for residential clients from Health and
Rehabilitative Services to the Department of Education; This act enables residential
students to receive full edUcational services equal to those available to all public School
students and makes a free appropriate pUblic education truly a reality for: all students;

In this 1982 revision of Volume II-B, the Bureau would like once again to recognize the
contribution of the original task force and .express appreciation for its efforts and
interest; The Bureau would also like to give special thanks to the members of the State
Steering Committee for Mental Retardation who provided technical assistance for the
revision; The steering committee members are listed in Appendix E;

The purposes of this resource manual are:

1. To provide information regarding general considerations for development and
evaluation of district programs for: exceptional students.

2. To provide information specific to program development and evaluation for each
area of exceptionality.

3. To serve as a vehicle for planning and communication among the exceptional student
staff, school principals, parents, and other" education and community programs
within a district

The intent of Volume II-B is to proVide Florida's school districts with recommendations
and suggestions for the development, management, and evaluation of programs for the
mentally handicapped. This volume is organized in a format similar to the district
procedures outline. The Florida State Board of Education Rules are stated at the
beginning of most oi the sections in script type to alloy? the reader to easily distinguish
them. Following the ,rules, in regular type, are recommended best practices and
procedures for implementation of the rules and for the development of district
procedures. Florida Administrathre Code will be referred to as FRC, and federal
regulations: will be referred to as FR.
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SECTION ONE STUDENT ELIGIBILITY

I. DEFINITION

Rule 6A-6.3011. FAG: Special programs for students who are mentally retarded:

(1) Mentally retardedone who is significantly impaired in general intellectual
functioning concurrent with deficits in adaptive behavior which' are
manifested during the developmental period. For purposes of funding,
mentally retarded- students shall be classified as:

(a) Educable mentally retardedone who is mildly impaired in intellectual
and adaptive behavior and whose development reflects a reduced rate
of learning. The measured intelligence of an educable mentally
retarded student generally falls between two (2) and three (3) standard
deviations below the mean and the assessed adaptive behavior falls
below age and cultural expectations.

()) Trainable mentally retardedone who is moderately or severely
impaired in intellectual and adaptiVe behavior and whose development
reflects a reduced rate of learning. The measured intelligence of a
trainable mentally retarded student generally falls below the mean and
the assessed adaptive behavior falls below age and cultural
expectations.

(c) Profoundly mentally retardedone who is profoundly impaired in
intellectual and adaptive behavior and whose development reflects __a
reduced rate of learning. The measured intelligende of a profoundly
retarded student generally falls below five (5) staridard deviations below
the mean and the assessed adaptive behavior falls below age and
cultural expectations.

Note: The 1982 Legislature amended the terminology mentally retarded to
mentally handicapped: It is anticipated that all references in State Board of
Education Rules will be aniended to be consistent with the law. It is recommended
that districts begin using the term handicapped to replace the term retarded.

II. CRITERIA FOR ELIGIBILTY

Rule 6A-6.341(2)(a), FAC: Define operationally the criteria for the eligible student
group consistent with state board rules.

Rule 6A-6.3011(2), FAC: A student is eligible for a special program for the
mentally retarded if for the student:

(a) The measured level of intellectual functioning, as determined by
performance on an individual test of intelligence, is two (2) or more
standard deviations below the mean. The standard error of measure-
ment may be considered in individual cases. The profile of intellectual
functioning shows consistent sub-average performance in a majority of
areas evaluated:
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(b) The assessed level of adaptive behaVior is below age and cultural
expectations; and

(c) Sub-average performance on an individually administered standardized
test' of academic achievement for the appropriate age levet! is demon-
stratsd. A behavioral observation or criterion referenced test for a
student whose level of functioning is not appropriately measured by an
academic test may be substituted.

Explanation of

Standard Devi___ A measure of the variability of a distribution of scores. Defining
mcnital retardation in terms of two standard deviations below the mean is one way of
saying that approximately 2.3% of the population who score lowest on a standardized
test of intelligence are classified as mentally retarded. The standard deviation for any
standardized test is given in the test manual. Figure I depicts a normal distribution of
scores and shoWs the IQ score which would be indicated by -two standard-deviations on
the Wechsler and Stanford-Binet intelligence tests in that normal distribution.

Figure 1.

Percentage' of
cases under each
part of the
normal curve

2.14% 34.13% 2.13% 0.13%
I

-1 0

Standard Deviations

1 +3

Wechsler Scale Deviation IQ Score

I- I I I L Il I I --I-
40 55 70 85 100 115 130 145 160

Stanford Binet DeviatiOn IQ Score

I I I_ I I I I I
36 52 68 84 100 116 132 148 164
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would meet one of the criteria to be eligible for a special program for the mentally
handicapped.

Standard Error of Measurement (SEM): A statistic for estimating the possible magnitude
of the "error" present in some obtained measure. If the same student were given an
intelligence test several different times, his score would vary by chance from time to
time. This variation is called the standard error of measurement and should always be
taken into consideration in making placement decisions. SEM is given in the test manual
for all standardized tests.

Examples of Standard Error of Measurement

Standard Errors of Measurement of the IQs, by age (68% Confidence Level):

Age Group

WISC-R 6h 7h 8)4 9h 10h 11h
SEM (Full Scale IQ) 3.41 3.39 3.23 3.14 3.21 2.98
WISC 4.25 3.36

Age Group
Average

WISC-R 12% 131 14% 15K 1614 SEM
SEM (Full Scale IQ) 2.96 3.23 3.15 3.19 3.16 3.19
WISC 3.68

Age Group

Stanford-Binet (IQ 60-69) 2f4 -5J i 6=-13
SEM 4.9 2.8

14=18
2.4

If the SEM on a particular test, for example, were 4 and a student scored 7-0 on the test,
the true score probably would lie between 66 arfd 74. When scores are recorded which.
fall out of the appropriate standard deviation ranges, documentation in both _psycho=
logical reports and staffing summaries should be included to explain discrepancies.
Explanations might include references to standard error of measurement confidence
intervals.

Adaptive Behavior

Adaptive behavior is "defined as the effectiveness or degree with which the individual
meets the standards of personal independence and social responsibility expected of his
age group, cultural group, and community.

Because the skills necessary for attaining personal independence and social responsibility
generally occuredevelopmentally, the behaviors which might be expected are influenced
by the student's age.

7
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During the preschool and early elementary years, emphasis would be in the areas of:

L Sensory-motor skills development
2. Communication skills (including speech and language)
3. Self-help skills
4. Development of the ability to interact with others

During the late elementary and junior high years emphasis would be in the areas of:

1. Applying academic knowledge to daily living
2. Participation in group activities and interpersonal relationships
3. Communication skills

During the senior high and adult years emphasis would be in the areas of:

1. Vocational skills
2. Social responsibility dnd performance
3. Communication skills

These areas of emphasis are based upon the normal developmental pattern of growth,
progressing from learning simple skills to learning more complex behaviors. A deficit in
adaptive behavior would exist when the behavior of an individual fails to develop as
expected.

III. PROCEDURES FOR SCREENING

Rule 6A-6.341(2)(b), FAC: Screening is that process by which a rapid assessment is
made of a given population to obtain potential candidates who may fit a particular
profile. . . .

A. In-School Screening

Each school district is responsible for locating all students who may be
eligible. The procedures used should include in-school screening which is a
continuing process consisting of as many of the following as possible:

1. preschool screening
2. analysis Of district test results
3. individual testing
4. observation by educational personnel
5. collection of 'anecdotal record and/or sample of classroom work

B. Community Screening

Community agencies and child find activities locate individuals within the
community who are not presently receiving services but, for whom services
may be needed. District school personnel are encouraged -to work coopera-
tively with community agencies in this effort. All individuals found by
agencies_ should be reported to the school district .as required by Section
232.13, F.S. In addition, parents or other individuals within the community
may refer children for services.

8



Procedures should include a definition of the population _to be screened, the
persons who will do the screening, and the times and places for screening.
Parent permission is required before a screening instrument can be
administered to an Individual student.

C. Instruments for screening may include:

Test Grade/Age Publisher

California Achievement Grades: 1.5 - 12 , McGraw-Hill
Test

California TeSt of Mental Grades: K - 16 McGraw-Hill
Maturity

Cognitive Abilities Test Grades: K - 3 Houghton. Mifflin

Comprehensive Test of Grades: 2.5 - 12 McGraw-Hill
Basic Skills

Denver Developmental Ages: 2 weeks - Ladoca Projec
Screening Program 6 years and Publishing

Foundations, Inc.

Metropolitan Readiness Grades: K - I Harcourt, Brace,
Test , . 3ovanovich

Otis-Lennon Test of Grades: K - 12 Harcourt, Brace,
Mental Ability 3ovanovich

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Ages: 2.5 - 18 American
Test Guidance

Service, Inc.

Pennsylvania Training (For severely Council for
Model retarded and Exceptional

multiply handl- Children
capped

Screening Test of
Academic Readiness (STAR)

Grades: P - K
Ages: 4 - 6.5

Priority
Innovations, Inc.

Slosson Intelligence Test Ages: 2 weeks and Slosson
over Educational

o
Publications, Inc.

When results from screening indicate that a student may have an educational
problem which can best be addressed in an exceptional student program, the
student should be referred for evaluation.



IV.- PROCEDURES FOR REFERRAL

Rule 6A-6.341(2)(c), FAC: Referral is the process whereby a parent or guardian,
school personnel or appropriate public agencies may request assessment of the
abilities of a student. . . .

_
After holding parent conferences and observations and trying educational alterna=-
fiveS, if it is determined that a problem may exist which would require specialized
assistance, parents are informed. When parental permission for evaluation is
obtained, the appropriate next steps will be planned. These steps may include a
request- for a comprehensive individual evaluation of the student's problem or
referral to an agency.

Once a referral is received by a school district, it must be appropriately piocessed.
Each school district is responsible for the development_ of procedures for processing
referrals. Such procedures should consist of the following:

1. Determining sources of referrals.

2. Determining the person responsible for receiving the referral.

3. Informing all appropriate persons that the referral has been received.

4. Recording data such as date referral was received," source of referral, and
nature of the referral.

5. Recording action taken on the referral such as date action was taken, and
reporting action taken to submission source.

Forms: Standard referral forms should include, but not be limited to, thp
following:

1. Name, position, and signature of person making referral

2. Reason for referral (description of student's behavior)

3. Date of referral

4. Summary of cumulative academic experience

5. Alternatives tried

6. Screening data

7. Data from observations

8. Evidence of informed_ parental consent for evaluation, in accordance with
Rule 6A-6.331(7)(a)2, FAC.

10



V. PROCEDURES FOR STUDENT EVALUATION

Rule 6A-6.341(2)(d), FAC: Evaluation is the determination of a student's physical,
mental, emotional, social or learning abilities; utilizing professional assessment,
appraisal or diagnosis. . . .

When it is deter-mined from a review of referral data that further assessment is
needed, a comprehensive individual, evaluation is conducted.

Rule 6A-6.3011(3), FAC: Procedures for student evaluation. The minimum
evaluations for a student shall be:

(a) An appraisal of sensory functioning including vision and hearing
assessment, and speech and language screening

(b) A standardized test of academic achievement at the awroprtate age
level and administered individually.

(c) An adaptive behavior assessment

(d) A standardized individual test of intellectual functioning individually
administered by a professional person qualified in accordance with Rule
6A-6.331(1), FAC

Evaluation procedures should include:

I. the assignment of responsibility for the evaluation procedures,
2; the securing_ of parent permission to test prior to the evaluation, and
3; a description of procedures for re-evaluation and frequency of re-evaluation.

If the problem appears to be one that is priniarily behavioral, an appraisal of the
individual's functioning within the schooli home and community may be made as the
first step; The appraisal may involve acquirin_g_ developmental and educational
histories and observational data on adaptive behavior. The services of support
personnel such as psychologists or social workers may be needed to obtain the data
and to provide the behavioral management plan; If the problem is correctable
through behavioral management, no further evaluation may be necessary;

Note: Documented, behavioral observations or criterion referenced tests may be
substituted for a standardized test of academic achievement for students whose
level of functioning is not appropriately measured by an academic evaluation (see
Rule 6A-6.301I(2)(c), FAC).

The first step of an evaluation sequence should include an assessment of hearing,
vision, speech and language, or a medical examination. If the student's problem is
correctable through therapy, sensory aids, or medical treatment, no further
evaluation may be needed. Also, if sensory impairments are foundi they .must be
considered in choosing evaluation instruments for other areas such as academic and
cognitive functioning.

If the data from the referral suggest that an intellectual assessment is necessary, a
request for a psychoeducational appraisal is the first step in the evaluation

11
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sequence. If the problem is correctable through a program alteration in regular
education, no further evaluation may be needed.

In the event that the problem is not determined by the evaluation sequence,
referral should be made to an appropriate specialized diagnostic center.

Instruments used in evaluation may include, but are not limited to, the following
tests. Instruments for special -conditions such as profoundly handicapped are
marked with an asterisk.

TeSt

Snellen Eye Chart

Vision-Screening

Grade/Age Publisher

Titmus Vision Tester Ages: 3 and over Titmus Optical
Company, Inc.

Keystone School Vision Screening Grades: Primary - Keystone View
High

Audiological

Speechand_Language Screening

Denver Developmental Grades: Preschool -
Screening Test Primary

Florida Language Screening
System (FLASC)

Kindergarten Auditory
Screening Test (KAST)

Predictive Screening Test of
Articulation

Temp lin = Dar ley Screening

Washington Speech Sound
Discrimination Test

12

Ages: K -

Ages: K - I Follet

University of
Colorado Medical
Center

University of
Florida

Ages: Primary Western Michigan
University

Ages: Preschool =. Bureau of Educa-
Primary tional Research

and Services,
University of Iowa

Ages: 3 years = Interstate Printers
Kindergarten and Publishers, Inc.

Is



Tests of Cognition

*Assessment in Infancy: Ordinal
Scale of Psychological Development

Bayley Infant Development
Scale

Cattell Infant Intelligence
Scale

*Columbia Mental Maturity
Scale

Developmental Pinpoints

*Hiskey-Nebraka Test of
Learning Aptitude

*Leiter International
Performance Scales

McCarthy Scales of Chidren's
Abilities

Nonverbal Test of Cognitive Skill's

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test

*Pre &chool Attainment Record

Stanford-Binet Intelligence
Scale

Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scale

Wechsler Intelligence Scale
for Children

Wechsler Intelligence Scale
for Children - Revised

Ages: 0 - 3 University of
Illinois Press

Ages: 2 - 30 months Psychological
Corporation

Ages: 2 - 30 months

Ages: 3.5 - 9 years

Ages: 0 - 3

Ages: 3 - 17

Ages: 2 - 18

Ages: 2.5 - 8.5

Ages: 5 - 13

Ages: 2.5 - 18

Ages: 6 :nonths -
7 years

Psychological
Corporation

Psychological
Corporation

University of
Washington

MarshallS. Hiskey

Stoelting Company

Psychological
Corporation

Charles Merrill

American
Guidance Service,
Inc.

American
Guidance Service,*
Inc.

Ages: 2 years and = Houghton Mifflin
over Company

Ages: 16 and over Psychological
Corporation

Ages: 5 - 15

Ages: 6 - 16

Wechsler Preschool and Primary Ages: 4 6.5
Scale of Intelligence

Woodcock-Johnson Psychceducational Ages: 3 - Adult
Part I, Tests of Cognitive Ability

Psychological
corporation

Psychological
corporation

Psychological
Corporation

Teaching
Resources



Recommendation:

1. Documentation of the IQ range, the obtained score, and the standard error of
measurement, in conjunction with a profile of consistent subaverage
performance, constitutes a minimum description of intellectual functioning.

If observation of the student revellt that administration of a standardized
intelligence test such as the Wechsler or Stanford-Binet would not be
appropriate or would result in no score obtainable, other instruments which
measure developmental age should be substituted.

Adaptive Behavior

Test Grade/Age Publisher

AAMD Adaptive Behavior Scale - Ages: 7 = 13 American
Association on
Mental Deficiency

Public School Version, 1969

AAMD Adaptive Behavior Scale- Ages: 3 = 16 Publishers Test
School Edition, 1981 Service

**Supplement User's Guide Florida Depart-
ment of EducationAAMD ABS-PSV

Burks Behaior Rating Scales Grades: PresChool - Arden Press
Jr. High

Balthazar.Scales of Adaptive Profoundly Retarded Consulting
Behavior Child or Adult Psychology, Inc.

Children's Adaptive Behavior Scale Ages: 5 - 10 Humanics Limited

Caine- Levine- Social Ages: 5 - 13 Consulting
Competency Scale TMR Psychology, Inc.

Camelot Behavioral Checklist Grades: Jr. High - Edmaek Associates
Adult

Developmental Task Analysis

System of Multi=Cultural
Pluralistic Assessment (SOMPA)
(ABIC Portion)

The TARC Assessitient System

Vineland Social,,Maturity Scale

Ages: 6 months - Fearon Publishers
9 years

Psychological
Corporation

Ages: 3 - 16 H. 5r H. Enter-
prises, Inc.

Grades: Preschool - American
High School Guidance Service,

Inc.

14
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**The 1981 revision of the AAMD-SE contains Florida norms. Inservice training
packets are available- on the AAMD from Florida Diagnostic and Learning
Resources Systems.

Recommendation:

Although a standardized test for adaptive behavior is not presently required, it is
recommended. District=developed checklists vary widely in their quality. Some
checklists are comprehensive, but many barely meet the state minimum
requirement and are of little use in educational planning.

Academic assessment instruments include, but are not limited to:

Test

Adaptive Behavior

Grade/Age

Durrell Analysis of Reading Grades:
Difficulty

Gates-MacGinitie Reading Grades:
Tests

.1

Publisher

Preschool - Harcourt, Brace,
Middle Jovanovich

1 - 9

Spache Diagnostic Reading Grades: 1 - 8
Scales

Woodcock Reading Mastery Grades:
Tests

Key Math Diagnostic
Arithmetic Test

Stanton. Diagnostic
Arithmetic Test

Kramer Preschool Math

Brigance:

Batterie

=12

Mathematics

Grades: K - 7

1V

Grades: Elementary

Grades: Preschool

Teachers College
Press

California Test
Bureau

American
Guidance. Services,
Inc.

American
Guidance Service,
Inc.

Harcourt, Brace,
Jovanovich

Learning Concepts

Inventory of Early
Development

Inventory of Basic Skills

Inve tory of Essential Skills

I

Ages: 0 - 7 years

Grades! K - 6

Grades: 4 - 12

Curriculum
Associates, Inc.

Curriculum
Associates, Inc.

Curriculum
Associates, Inc.



Peabody Individual Achievement Grades: Primary - American
Test Adult Guidance Service,

Inc.

Wide Range Achievement Test Ages: 5 andeover Guidffnce
Assoiates

Woodcock Johnson Psychoeduca=
tional Battery - Part II, Tts
of Achievement; Part III, Tests
of Interest

Ages: 3 - Adult Teaching
Resources

Recommendation:

A behavioral observation or criterion referenced test may be substituted for a
standardized academic achievement test for low functioning or very young
students. The academic functioning must be documented in the student's record.

Medical Evaluation

Rule 6A-6.331(1)(a), FAC: The scifool tioard shall be responsible for the medical,
physical, psychological, social and educational evaluations of 'students who are
suspected of being exceptional students. . . .

The term medical evaluation refers to examinations necessary for educational
purposes, and the district determinet procedures and criteria. Medical examina-
tions may be provided by county health departments, parents, or other agencies.
However, if a medical evaluation is necessary for educational decision making and
the examination cannot be provided through other sources, the school board has the
responsibility of providing it. Criteria and procedures for providing a medical
evaluation are determined by the district.

Re-evaluation

The purpose of a re= evaluation is to determine the continued eligibility of a St_ iderit
for a special program and to provide additional data for revision of the edUeational
program.

The district may determine the components of the re-eValuation and ShOuld
consider thz. most appropriate reassessment for each student; Although it is not
necessary to adMinittet the same battery of tests every three years, the tonSidera=
tions required by section 300.532 of P.L. 94-142 must be followed. Thete
considerations are:

- - Assessment is carried out for all areas related to the suspected disability,
including, where appropriate; health, vision, hearing, social and emotionalstatus,
general intelligence, academic performance, communicative status and motor
abilities.

- - The evaluation is made- by .a multidisciPlinary team or group of persons.

-= Tests and other evaluation materials are administered by trained personnel in
accordance with the instruction provided by their producer.
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It is not necessary to obtain parental consent for re-evaluations, but parents must
be given notice that the re-evaluation is to be done.

VI. PROCEDURES FOR DETERMINING ELIGIBILITY AND PLACEMENT

A. Eligibility

Rule 6A-6.341(2)(e), FAC: Determining eligibility is the professional activity
of reviewing evaluation information and matching it to the operational
definition. .

If the identified student problem cannot be corrected by regular educational
services, special education programming may be considered.

Procedures for determining eligibility must include:

(1) The desig_nation of a staffing committee to review evaluation data and
make recommendations concerning an appropriate placement which will
meet the student's needs. The staffing committee must, consist of a
minimum of three professional personnel, one of whom must be the
district administrator, ,tthe exceptional student education program or
his/her designee. When a designee Pttends the staffing for the
administrator of the exceptional student Program, there should be
written documentation that the designee has been assigned the respon-
sibility either on a regular basis or for a particular staffing meeting.
Such documentation cari-Se included as part of the staffing form.
Procedures for designating a person to act for the administrator in
staffing_ meetings should be included in the district procedures
document

(2) The specification of additional personnel who will be involved in
providing information or attending staffing meetings. Staffing
committee personnel might include:

-- Administrator of exceptional student education, or designee
(required)

-- Director of pupil personnel services, or designated authority

-- Director of elementary education, or designated authority

-- Consultant fcir mental retardation

-- School psychologist involved '

-- Social worker

-- Teacher where student is enrolled

-- Principal where student is enrolled

-- Exceptional student education teacher(s)

17



-- Parent or guardian

Other case study personnel, e.g., HRS agencies such as Vocational
Rehabilitation; Children, Youth and Families; c:tc.

-- At least one person who knows the child

A staffing committee may perform several fure.:' tions, or there may be
different committees which perform specialized functions (Ahr, 1970).

1. Eligibility staffing for all cases being considered for a special
class or service, and periodic restaffing as deemed necessary.

2. Educational planning and treatment staffing for all cases deemed
eligible for a special class for the purpose of planning
instructional programming. ,

3. Articulation staffing for all cases being considered _ or transition
between primary, intermediate, junior high and high school
programs.,

4. Dismissal staffing' for the purpose of discussing cases in which
there does not appear to be a need for continued special education
of the type-,presently provided.

A review of all diagnostic data shall be made and compared with the
previously stated definition of mental retardation to determine eligi-
bility of that student and to develop an appropriate intervention plan.
This review shall be conducted by the 'administrator of the exceptional
student program with the assistance of a staffing_ committee. A
written summary of the staffing should be made and should include the
date, names of persons participating and recommendations made. An
individual report should be prepared for each student's file.

Each student's parents or guardians shall be given a report of the
staffing committee's recommendation for eligibility, shall be informed
that they are entitled ,to a review of the determination, and shall be
provided with the procedures for obtaining such a review.

Recommendation:

,Although educational planning and treatment staffing for students
deemed ineligible for a special class is not presently required, it is
recommended for the of planning alternative strategies within
the general education program.

B. Placement

Rule 6A76.341(2)(e)2, PAC: Placement is the professional determination of
an eligithe student's educational assignment based upon the student's assessed
needs'and consideration of program alternatives. . . .

24
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Procedures for placement should include:

1. "Designating the program administrator who is responsible for final
determination of a student's eligibility.

2. Assuring that no student shall be segregated and taught apart from
normal students until a careful study of the student's case has been
made and evidence obtained which indicates that segregation would be
for the student's benefit or is necessary because of difficulties involved
in_ teaching the student in a regular class, in accordance with Section
230.23(4k-05, F.S.

3. Reviewing all data collected through the evaluatiOn- ocess. Data
should include:

a. observation data from appropriate sources, including teacher
reports of observed behaviors and activities,

b. results of sensory functioning and assessment, including vision,
hearing and speech and language assessments,

c. results of a health examination,

d.

e.

f.

results of an adaptive behavior assessment,

results of a psychoeducational assessment including individualized
intellectual assessment and achievement test data, and

if applicable, additional information from appropriate specialized
diagnostic centers.

4. Developing, an individual educational plan.

After reviewing all data, the staffing committee should make a
determination of the student's educational needs. When needs are
determined, an individual educational plan is developed in compliance
with. Rule 6A-6.331(3), FAC.

The individual educational plan must be developed within thirty (30)
days of the determination of eligibility and prior to the provision of
services and must contain:

a. a statement.of the student's present level of functioning,

b. a statement of annual goals,

c. a statement of specific special education and related services to
be provided to the student and the extent to which the student
can participate in regular classes,

d. the projected dates for the initiation of services and anticipated
duration of the servicesi

e. short-term instructional objectives, and



f. appropriate objective criteria and evaluation procedures and
schedules for determining whether short-term objectives are
being achieved.

(See Appendix B for charts of the Process Components: Identification :.
Placement)

VII. PROCEDURES FOR DISMISSAL OR REASSIGNMENT

Rule 6A-6.341(2)(g), FAC: Dismissal is the process whereby a student is removed
from participation in a special program. Reassi ent is the process whereby a
student is placed, in another program.

Procedures should include: -

1. information requirements for dismissal described,
2. I responsible professional for dismissal identified,
3. / procedures for disinissal described,
4. information requirements for reassignment described,
5. responsible professionals for reassignment identified, and
6. / procedures for reassignment described. C

The student's individual educational plan will be reviewed at least annually and a
decision made as to the continued appropriateness of the special program in which
the child is placed; If the review indicates that changes are needed in the 'student's
placement, the staffing committee should review data and recommend dismissal
from the special program and reassignment to another program.

A student would also be dismissed when he/she has completed the program.

Graduation

Requirements for graduation are determined by the local school board; howevei,
the State Board of Education has established minimum standards which must be
included. For complete requirements, see Rule 6A-1.941, FAC: Minimum Student
Performance Standards; Rule 6A-7.1.943, FAC: Modification of Test Instruments
and Procedures for Exceptional Students; and Rule 6A-1.95, FAC: Requirements
for High School Graduation.

Exceptional students have the opportunity to earn a standard diploma if they meet
district and state requirements. However, a standard diploma is usually not a
viable option for most students with mental retardation. Educable and trainable
mentally handicapped students may earn a special diploma by completing the
district=approved program and mastering the appropriate minimum student
performance standards. Students who complete the district-approved program but
do not master the minimum student performance standards may receive a special
certificate of completion.

Procedures for promotion, retention and graduation should be included in each
district's' pupil progression plan.

(See Appendix D for chaft of graduation options.)
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VIII. PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

The district should provide a continuum of alternative placements for exceptional
students so that an appropriate', program of special education can be offered in
accordance with Rule 6A-6.331, FAG. Alternatives may consist of:

1. basic class with sUpplementary consultation or special education services,

2. basic class supplemented by itinerant instruction or a resource room program,

3. special class, either full time or part time in a regular school,

4. special day school,

5. nonpublic residential or day school through a contractual arrangement or
other written agreement,

6. specialclass in a hospital or treatment center, or

7. individual instruction in a hospital or home setting.

Prekindergarten programs for exceptional students may be organized in any of the
above ways. In addition, the district may provide supplementary instructional
personnel to public or nonpublic preschool or day care programs for the instruction
of prekindergarten exceptional students: Programs may be provided for profoundly
and trainable mentally handicapped from birth; Programs for educable mentally
handicapped students may be available for those who are three years old by
September 1 of the school year.

Programs may also be provided through multidistrict cooperatives.

Suggested caseloads are:

1. Basic class with 1 II A tion services -
Itinerant _dia&nostic/prescriptive . specialist provides scheduled
individual/small group instruction -away from the regular class setting. The
instructional strategies are designed to support the learner within the general
framework of the regular curriculum. Other personnel may include
counselors. Average teacher/Pupil ratio:. 1:30.

2. Basic class supplemented y itiner
Learner spends specific time blocks in resource room on regular basis.
Resource room personnel implement those instructional strategies deter=
mined by prescriptive specialist that will enable the learner to function
'within the regular curriculum. Other personnel may include a--
diagnostic/prescriptive specialist. Average teacher/pupil ratio: 1:20.

3. Part-time special class - Learner spends up to 50% of school day with special
education teacher. Balance is spent in selected academics and/or enrichment



Full-time_special_class - Learner spends entire day with special education
teacher. Services of art, physical education, home and family living, music,
and like personnel are available on a scheduled basis from regular program.
Other personnel may include physical therapist, occupational therapist,
vocational education teacher, vocational rehabilitation counselor, counselors,
and itinerant specialists (speech, vision). Average teacher/pupil ratio: 1:13.

5. Special-day-school - Learner spends entire day in special facility staffed by
special education teacher and necessary ancillary personnel. It is assumed
that none of the learner's needs are met in regular facilities,. Other personnel
may include diagnostic/prescriptive team, specialized administration,
medical personnel, social worker, and itinerant specialists (speech, vision).
Average teacher/pupil ratio: 1:10.

6. Residential school - Needs of the learner are best served by implementing
learning/living strategics under the direction of specialists in a residential
facility. Personnel may include special class teachers, diagnostic/prescrip-
tive team, specialized administration, medical personnel, specialized house
parents, social workers, and foster parents. Average teacher/pupil ratio:
1:6.

7. Hospital school treatment center - Resources necessary to meet specialized
learning and training objectives can only be found in a setting that provides
both educational and medical services. Personnel may include special class
teachers, .diagnostic/prescriptive specialist, specialized administration,
medical personnel, and social worker. Average teacher pupil ratio: 1:6.

8. Home = Needs of the learner are best met by an itinerant special education
teacher acting as a facilitator and evaluator of the instructional program as
well as instructor. The parent facilitates the program through maintaining an
appropriate environment. Other personnel may include consulting medical
personnel and social worker. Average teacher pupil ratio: I:1.
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SECTION TWO: INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES

I. TEACHER REQUIREMENTS

See Appendix A for certification requirements in mental retardation.

IL TEACHER COMPETENCIES

University course work in teacher training programs should be based on
demonstrated competencies for teaching the mentally handicapped. Additionally,
competency requirements may be used for selecting staff, for assessing staff
performance and for determining staff development needs. Competencies
identified for teaching the mentally handicapped include the following:

A. knowledge and application of the principles of child and adolescent growth
and development as it pertains to the normal child in maturation, learning
and social development,

B. knowledge and application of the principles underlying the various
exceptionalities as to how each relates to learning, maturation, and social
development when compared to the normal,

C. knowledge of the nature of the task and the ability to teach the skill and
content areas of reading, writing, spelling, arithmetic, elementary science,
and social studies,

D.

E.

F.

knowledge and application of the methodclogy necessary to select, develop
and evaluate a sequential educational curriculum,

knowledge and skill at utilization of the
multimedia approaches to learning,

knowledge and experience in individualized
evaluation techniques, both qualitative and quantitative,

knowledge and skills in the prescription of total life planning and habilitathie
and rehabilitative processes which include prevocational, vocational, and
leisure time activities,

H. an understanding of the role, function; utilization; and interrelatedness of in7
school/out-school ancillary specialistst including other professionals, aides,
ager,ies, volunteers, parens, and paraprofessionals,

prescribed and appropriate

educational assessment and

I. knowledge of evaluation and utilization of research as it relates to °
improvement of instruction and educational management of exceptional
students,



K. knowled_ge, skills and attitudes of appropriate management procedures for the
intellectually disabled based on maturation, learning, and social development,
e.g., behavior-shaping techniques, role playing, group processes, and
counseling, and

L. knowledge and skills in large and small muscle activities, and basic
homemaking, home mechanics and occupational activities.

III. INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

Procedures for developing instructional programs should include:

A. Philosophy for the special program

The philosophy of education for stiidents who are mentally handicapped
should generally reflect the district's goals for regular education and should
incorporate the state.. and federal requirements for special education
programs; Educational programs should involve cooperation among parents,
schools and support services and should emphasize Self-helpi social and daily
living skills; as well as vocational preparation to assist the students in
achieving maximum independence;

1. Educable_Lmentally _handicapped. Education for the educable mentally
handicapped students should meet their individual needs in an
instructional environment receptive to each student's strengths and
weaknesses and should provide optimal learning in basic and exceptional
education classes. Program goals shOUld assure that each student
attains economic independence through academic, yocational, and
social competenCies and that each student will become a contributing
member of society;

2; Trainable mentally handicapped. EdUcation for the trainable mentally
handicapped students Stickild reflett the wide range of ability levels of
trainable mentally handicapped stUdentS. The long-range goal for
trainable mentally handicapped students is successful semi=independent
community functioning in a vocational ,erivironment. Realistically,
however, many trainable mentally handicapped people will not achieve
this goal either beCatiSe of lOtal and national economic conditions or
because of their liMited capabilities. Educational programming for the
trainable mentally hariditapped students should, therefore, reflect these
realities and prepare stUderitS fUnction optimally not only in
vocational placemen:ts, taut ,,alSo in sheltered workshops, activity
centers, group living facilities, and their own family homes both with
and without community support services.

3. Profoundly mentally handicapped. Education for profoundly mentally
handicapped students should reflect district goals for _programs that
provide students the opportunity to become as self-sufficient as. -1



B. Curricula for the special program

Each school district should adopt or develop three sequential curriculum
guides--one specifically designed for educable mentally handicapped
students, one specifically designed for trainable mentally handicapped
students; and one specifically desi &ned for profoundly mentally handicapped
students. These three guides should be approved and adopted for countywide
use by the local school board to ensure continuity throughout each student's
entire educational program; Each objective included in the
adopted/developed curiculum guide should- be directly _correlated with a
corresponding item in the accompanying assessment instrument; and that
Assessment instrument should be administered to each mentally handicapped
student at least annually; The vides should correlate with and should include
state minimum performance standards:

1. . _ The curriculum for the educable
mentally handicapped should include basic academics, communication,
social skills, daily living skills, leisure skills, self-help skills; sex
education, fine and gross motor skills, and prevocational and vocational
skills. At the elementary level, the curriculum should stress acquisition
of readiness and basic academic skills as well as daily living skills; At
the junior high level, the curricul, m should stress academic skills,
social skills, and career exploration with an opportunity to participate,
where possible, in regular and vocational classes. At the senior- high
level, the curriculum should stress vocational preparation, social skills,
economic competency, and family living skills. Opportunities to
participate in vocational work experience or work study programs
should be provided.

2.. Trainable mentally handi capped: The cur:iculum for the trainable
mentally handicapped, student should emphasize self-help skills, daily
living skills, social skills, leisure skills, communication skills, and
vocational skills and also should include physical education, functional
academics, sex education, art, and music, where appropriate. Addition-
ally, the curriculum should be adapted or designed to include a gradual
integration of the student into the community during the last four years
of school and, during the last year of school, should include a gradual;
supervised transition from school to a community setting that is
appropriate to the needs and abilities of each individual student.

3. . The curriculum for profoundly
mentally handicapped students should emphasize self-help, communica-
tion, and socialization skills., It is imperative that the Oucational
program objectives be consistent throughout the support services of
music therapy, speech therapy, occupational therapy, and physical
therapy programs;

Vocational education for mentally handicapped students

The vocational education program that is most suitable to the needs of a
. .. B ...L. - -I" L. :L. I .....



to determine what skills are in demand by local employers. Those skills must
be built into the vocational education programs. For the educable mentally
handicapped student, vocational preparation should be provided in the regular
programs to the greatest extent possible. Vocational preparation should
begin in junior high school with educable students, an_d prevocational
experiences should be provided as early as passible. The profoundly mentally
handicapped should be provided with the opportunity to learn skillS leading to
successful functioning in a sheltered work environment, when appropriate.

. Methodology for the special program

Methodology might include:

I., individual instruction,

2. behavior modification,

3. directive and nondirective techniques, or

4. Modeling or organismic learning (direct carrying in imitation of another
person).

SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

Rule 6A=6.341(2Xj), FAC: Supportive services are media and material services,
assessment, student services, parent education and counseling services, and
treatment services.

Procedures should include:

A. identification of support services and
B. identification of responsibility for support services.

Examples of units furnishing support services are community agencies such as
Health and Rehabilitative Services and Associations for Retarded Citizens and
regular school services such as counseling, FDLRS, media centers, and local clinics.
(See Appendix C for abstracts of agency programs.)

V. FACILITY PROVISION

To provide the appopriate instructional space needed to implement the program for
the mentally handicapped, district personnel should consider the following
procedures; (1) the selection of variable instructional space for all organizational
options within the program and (2) the determination of health and safety factors
that must be included in all spaces.

When district personnel plan specialized facilities for the mentally handicapped,
the following procedures should be considered: (1) the selection of the appropriate
organizational options for the students to be served and (2) the determination of

_ . _ . . _ . nen-rtry-ri



he selection of variable instructional space is determined by the availability of
program provisions both within general education and special education, including
organizational options of regular class, part-time class, special class and special
school.

Health and safety factors to be considered for all instructional space minimally
include light, acoustics, and climate control.

1. Light. A sufficient quantity of light is important, as are many other factors
such as glare, light distribution, and environment. Research suggests that
cool white flourescent lighting_ may increase fatigue and stimulate hyper-
active behaviors in students. Therefore, full spectrum flourescent lighting
should replace cool white flourescent lighting where possible.

2. Acoustics. Facilities should be designed/adapted to provide acoustically
appropriate educational environments. Sound control for particular areas
should be determined based on the activity to be conducted in that area, and
teachers (rather than administrators or architects) should be consulted to
determine which type of educational activities should be conducted in which
particular areas of a facility. The selection of materials for
construction/renovation of a facility to house mentally handicapped students
must be based on the acoustical properties of those materials. Certain open
concept designs may be inappropriate for successful programming of mentally
handicapped students. All classrooms for mentally handicapped students
must provide quiet areas for auditory training, listening skills development,
learning .to follow directions, and other communication skills training. These
quiet areas must allow the students to be free from distracting/competing
auditory input. If such areas are not present in the facility, then carpeting,
partitions; drapes, and walls, may need to be added to provide an acoustically
appropriate educational environment.

3. Climatecontrol. Local climatic conditions will dictate the solutions to
environmental conditions 'and remedies within an educational facility.
Classroom discomfort will definitely hinder the learning process; therefore,
optimum conditions for climate control should be made available. The
control of these conditions should be determined by the health and activity
level of the participants and outside fictors of the environment.

The goal is to provide the healthiest climate possible for the learner in all
possible situations.

In designing special facilitle: s for the mentally handicapped, the organizational
options are described as ins:, uctional space for specific student programs as shown
in Chart Two, page 30. A listing of furniture and equipment for these options
follows.

1. Classrooms for the mildly handicapped. Furniture and equipment should not
be fixed, but should lend themselves to flexibility.'

There is a need` for tables and chairs which promote individualized
instruction. Many electrical outlets should be provided to 'accommodate a
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Tackboard/chalkboard panels
Study carrels
Study chairs (lightweight)
Tables (trapezoidal, 'round, etc.)
Electric clock
Tape recorders
Sight/sound projectors
Projection screen
Language masters
Overhead projectors

2. Vocational laboratory (occupational) for the mildly handicapped. This area'
may reflect shop-oriented activities associated with minor automotive
services, building maintenance, and landscape and nursery-type skills. Within
this lab area, space should be made available for simple woodworking, minor
electrical, minor plumbing, and mirk* mechanical activities. A large double
door should be provided so that activities may be continued. Outlets should
be strategically placed so that flexibility_ in shop activities may be provided.
A survey of community employment possibilities should be made to determine
what future employment possibilities exist for educable mentally handicapped
graduates and to determine what skills are in demand by local employers.
Equipment and materials should be purchased that will enable those skills to
be taught to the students. Depending upon the employment possibilities in
the community, the equipment may include:

Tire changer, air compressor, gas pump, wheel balancer, air chisel, lube
equipment, buffer for cars, car vacuum

Power lawn mower, hedge trimmer, sidewalk edger, weed-eater, small
garden tractor, wheelbarrow, lawn tools

Floor buffer, vacuum cleaner, mop bucket, brooms, mops, cleaning
supplies and equipment

Cash register, credit card machine, price tags, inventory control ' heets,
change

Gas range with double oven, short order grill, commercial dish asher,
sink with,garbage disposal unit, deep fat fryer, gas wall oven wit timer
clock, refrigerator

Clothes washer, clothes dryer, utility cart, laundry supplies (i c uding
bags, hangers, iron and ironing board)

Beauty parlor sink, counter, chair, hair dryer, and shampoos and inses

3. I am - t _ The doinest c skills
laboratory should contain all of the equipment needed to duplicate a erson's
home environment and allow the student to learn all of the domest c skills
that are needed in everyday life. The domestic skills latroratory shipuld be
equally accessible to both males and females. The equipment may inc de:



Dishwasher

Sink with garbage disposal

Clothes washer, dryer, iron and ironing board

Housekeeping equipment, lii.00ms, mops, vacuum cleaner, etc.

Refrigerator

Range and oven

Full set of dishes, flatware, pots and pans

owels, hot pads, table linens

Sheets, pillow cases, bed

Table and chairs for dining

Furniture in living roam_ setting for cleaning, polishing, arranging
(including lights, wall hangings, etc.)

Sewing machines and necessary sewing equipment and materials

4. Classrooms for the moderately handicapped. The following items may be
included:

Chairs; tables
Dishwasher, sink with garbage disposal
Clothes washer and dryer
Housekeeping equipment, brooms, mops; vacuum cleaner
Refrigerator/freezer
Range and oven
Full set of dishes, flatware, pots and pans
Sheets, pillow cases, table linens, towels, hot pads
Bed and bedroom furnishings
Living room furniture
Dining room table and chairs
Film projector, tape recorders, record player

5. Vocational laborator The furniture and
equipment for this area should reflect a trend toward preparation for
vocational careers. At one level; it would involve equipment and furnishing
of a prevocational nature and at a higher level, equipment and furnishings
needed for actual .vocational training. There would be, therefore, an
overlapping of equipment needs at both developmental stages. The furniture
and equipment for this area should reflect preparation for vocational careers
in semi-independent settings. A survey of community employment possibili-
ties exists for trainable mentally handicapped seudents. Equipment and
materials should be purchased to teach those specific skills that will enable



Kiln

Long work tables

Landscape and agricultural tools (i.e., hoes, rakes; shovels, etc.)

Time clock

Portable jig saws

Shop vacuum cleaner

Work benches

Janitorial equipment (i.e., floor polishers, carpet shampooers, Vacuum
cleaners, etc.)

Hospital equipment (i.e., bed, night

Sewing machines

3-way floor mirror

Home washers and dryers ,

Cutting board, table, etc.

Commercial washer and dryer

Commercial extractor

tables, wheelchair, etc.)

Laundry equipment, both home and commercial

Fully equipped kitchen with refrigerator, stove, etc.

Sanders (electric)

Hand saws (cross-cut, utility, etc.)

Work carrels

Multimedia equipment (i.e., projections, cameras, screens, etc.)

Filing cabinets

Primary typewriters

Simulated living room and dining room

Home-type bathroom area

Home-type bedroom area



6. Classroom- for the profoundly handicapped. The furniture and equipment for
this area should promote sensory, physical, cognitive, and language
development.

Sensory stimulative/manipulative items
Special eating utensils
Natural environment materials and equipment
Basic daily living skills equipment
Audio-visual aid equipment

.".Generic therapy equipment
Cots
Mirrors (attached to wall, meeting floor)
Stand-in tables
Adjustable tables and chairs
Mats for the .floor
Wheelchairs
Motor development equipment
Bolsters, bean bag chairs
Record players, tape recorders
Communication boards
Vocational equipment as appropriate

7. Prevocational e profoundly handicapped. Furniture
and equipment for prevocational area and simulated sheltered work
environment may be selected, when P;:propriate, from the items under
vocational laboratory for the moderately and severely handicapped.

In designing special facilities for the mentally handicapped, the following items
should also be considered.

1. Site. Site is very important from the standpoint of accessibility, noise
control, pollution problems, and adequate drainage. Natural amenities and
the size of the site should also be considered. Attention should be given to
adequate parking, safe loading and drop-off zones, future building expansion,
adequate playground/recreation space, and opportunities for interaction with
regular class students.

2. Flexibility., Flexibility needs to become an integral part of the physical
environment of a facility because one ,spece has to do many things and meet
many objectives. The architect, in designing a facility for the mentally
handicapped at any level, must take into consideration changing educational
objectives and needs. Students have many individualistic needs and the
facility should be designed so as to be able to meet these needS.

3. Codes,__ordinances and zoning. Special adherence should be paid to laws and
regulations concerning facility design as they apply to physically
handicapped.

4. interior_ surfaces. The selection of the materials for the walls, floors,
ceilings, and other surfaces will_ be totally influenced by the activity that is
to take place in that area It is important the the, architect take into
consideration all the above surfaces and offer alternatives to design



5. Color. Color decision should be based on students' response to color, the
purpose for which the area is to be used, the size, light exposure, and other
physical characteristics of the area.

6. Ancillaty areas. In specially designed facilities which are not attatched to an
already existing structure, special consideration must be given to ancillary
areas. Individbalization of the planning and designing process to meet local
needs must be considered; however, the following are suggestions that might
be considered in planning a total facility:

Tutoring spaces

Napping and resting

Music

Indoor recreation

Observation

Staff lounge

Administration

Teacher preparation

Professional support (psychologist, speech therapist, social worker,
community conference, health personnel)

Food preparation

Dining

Information concerning planning, designing, and constructing a facility for the
mentally handicapped may be obtained from the Office of Educational Facilities
Construction, Department of Education. This bureau has the capacity of surveying
a district's needs, helping in the development of educational specifications; and
reviewing architectural plans that can be helpful to a district in meeting the
facility needs of the handicapped.

VI. TRANSPORTATION UTILIZATION

For the utilization of transportation services within the_district, the idministrator
of the exceptional student program -should consider two procedurM steps for the
transportation of student= (I) the use of basic transportation provisions existing in
the district for the students who can ride the regular school. buses and (2) the
arrangement for special transportation for the handicapped students who cannot
use existing transportation facilities.

Utilizing basic transportation already In existence may only involve a cooperative
effort between the administrator of the exceptional student program and district
personnel concerned with transportation. Such cooperation may include Planning
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for scheduling and routing. Consideration should be given to the length_ of time an
individual student may be transported without suffering discomfort or ill health. If
a shuttle system is used, supervision may need to be provided at the interim bus
stop.

Arranging special transportation may require the addition of special equipment,
such as safety belts and lifts, to existing vehicles. Aides may be needed to assist
students who cannot ride unattended because of their physical impairments. When
students are transported across district lines to a multidistrict program,
agreements between cooperating districts need to be made.

Other transportation arrangements may include the use of small (type II) buses or
reimbui-sement to parents or others for private transportation.

VII. PROGRAM EVALUATION

Rule 6A=6.341, FAC, states that district procedures for exceptional students shall
include the philosophy for the special program and plans for the evaluation of the
program.

Program evaluation is the process of determining whether the goals and objectives
developed for the program have been achieved. In the final analysis, an
educational program for students with mental handicaps must be evaluated in
relation to the extent to which the students are prepared for survival, self-
sufficiency, and contribution to society.

The process of evaluation includes the collection and use of information to make
decisions about the educational program and should encompass both formative (in
process) and summative (final product) evaluation. Planning should address:

1. who requires the information,

2. what information is needed to make decisions about the exceptional student
program,

3. When the information is required, and

4. whit use will be made of the information.

Types of information.needed might include:

1. resources: money, time, facilities, teacherS, learners, nonphysidal
(administrative attitudes), personnel support serviceS,

2. activities: referral and placement procedures, Staffing patterns, curriculum,
instructional methods, integration with other programs,' or

3. placement of Graduates: number of students employed and types of
employment, community acceptance of graduates, number of graduates on
welfare or other types of public assistance.
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Types of assessment instruments or sources of data include:

I. follow-up studies of graduates (Section 230.2313(3Xd),F.S.),

2; results of State Student Assessment Tests,

3. Department of Elucation Audit Reports, Cost Reports, Annual Statistical
Reports, and

4. informal feedback.

Evaluation of Screening, Referral and Evaluation Procedures

The ability of the district to evaluate the special program will depend on the
availability- personnel to assist in collecting and analyzing data Technical
assistance ma.), be needed to initiate and continue program evaluation Plans; Such
assistance might be obtained from the Department of \Education, universities,
private individuals, teacher education centers, and FDLRS.

To evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of screening and referral proceduresi
the following information should be recorded at each school level and aggregated
at the district level in several ways.

a; Total number of cases submitted, reviewed and routed
b; Analysis of case total by submission source's
c. Analysis of case total by new Submissions and resubmissions
d. Analysis of case total by action decision (exit or refer)
e. Analysis of time, lapse from referral to placement
f. Detected problems by type and frequency
g. Analysis of case total by minority group

To evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of evaluation procedures; the
following inforMation should be recorded:

total number of cases referred and processed through the evaluation
component,

b. total number of cases referred from the criteria for eligibility component to
the eligibility component,

c. total number of uses which were dr -nped at each decision point and actually
received adequate and appropriate services as well as those which did hot
receive such services;

d. total number of cases which are resubmitted' by source, and

e. average time lapse per case through each step in the evaluation process.

An analysis of these data will enable the district to improve its evaluation
procedures.
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SECTION THREE: INTEGRATION OF COMMUNITY AND SUPPORT SERVICES

Interagency Coordination was an innovation in 1974; when this manual was first
developed. Members of the task force on integration of community and support services
met together for the first time to identify services offered, barriers and possible
solutions to coordinating services. Since that time, interagency cooperation or linkage
has become a very important part of delivery of services to exceptional students. Public
Law 94-142 placed the responsibility with the Department of Education for ensuring that
all handicapped children in the state receive a free appropriate edutation. This
responsibility has been carried out through cooperative agreements, memoranda of
understanding, development of State Board of Education Rules for educational services
in the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services and Florida School for the Deaf
and the Blind, and the enactment of CSHB 1327, Chapter 79-184, Florida Statutes.

Interagency linkage was given additional support at the federal level by a joint
memorandum from the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped and the Bureau of
Occupational and Adult Education encouraging cooperative relationships between Special
Education, Vocational Rehabilitation and Vocational Education to maximize services to
handicapped individuals (USOE Memoranda, 1978).

Interagency linkages will become increasingly more important as monetary and other
resources decrease. Effective delivery of services in the 1980's will depend on full
utilization of available resources by eliminating duplication of services.

Linkages can only be established effectively when a dedicated individual or agency
serves as a catalyst and when the. responsibilities of each agency are clearly identified
and assigned. In Florida, the Department, of Education and public school system are the
catalysts for interagency coordination. The public schools provide a setting where the
needs of students with mental handicaps are assessed and where resources and services
are made available to meet those needs.

Based on identified needs of the mentally handicapped and the availability of resources
within a given district, a district administrator of the exceptional student program may,
with the assistance of school or agency personnel, develop procedures for the coordi-
nated delivery of these resources. Mimimally, the procedures needed to establish a
coordinated delivery system are (1) information exchange, (2) system development, Rnd
(3) staf/ training.

Irtfonmation_Exchange

Since an exchange of information between agencies is vital in establishing
communication; the following activities are suggested.

1. Locating representatives of community service agencies with whom the coordinating
of activities and sharing of information can take place

2. Addressihg efforts toward collecting all available written data on existing resources
within the district

3. Determining whether there is a, coordinating body already functioning and, if so,
becoming involved with it
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Meeting with significant persons to eicplore, exchange ideas, plan and determine the
need for coordinated activities

5; Requesting cooperating agencies to -report their mandated charge and the services
they provide

To assist in this procedure, program abstracts of community services may be found in
Appendix C.

System Development

In order to provide for a coordinated deliVery System, an interagency_ committee on
mental handicap should be formed to develop the System. The committee performs two
distinct functionscoordination of planning and coordination of case services; Since the
planning function may include policy making, members of the _community usually
represent agency administration. When ease services are provided, members of the
committee usually represent direct service personnel.

An interagency coordinating position (e.g., the Diagnostic and Resources System
Coordinator) should be establithod by the School district. The responsibilities of the
individual in this position should indkide _coordinating the interagency committee and
assisting the staffing committee in determining student placement and referring students
to appropriate services.

For all functions to be included, a coordinated support system is: required: The following
model is offered as one option for the development of such a system; A_ particular'
community may have existing portions of the model which can be modified to carry out
the necessary functions described.

Beginning at the thident=teather level, a school center team is formed to assist the
special education teachers and/or parents of students with mental handicaps; The team
may include the guidance counselor, principal, and other pupil personnel service
professionals in the SthOO1 (such as a psychologitt, social worker, or health nurse) and the
teacher of the particular student. The team's function is to recognize needs of certain
students and take the next step in resolving that 'need; When students are identified as
having needt vihith require outside services which cannot be met by existing school
:3ervicet (for example, family problems), the school center team will alert' the appro-!
priate agency or the interagency coordinator or refer the problem to the exceptional
student staffing committee for review; Then, this committee will have the responsibility
to make the necessary comprehensive evaluation, plan for instructional programming,
and determine the need for support services.

.

A member of the exceptional student staffing committee or the interagency coordinator
thcitild be given responsibility and authority to represent the school system on the
interagency mental handicap committee and to present student problems to the group for
its review.

Membership on the interagency committee should be from all the human services
agencies of a particular community. For the purposes of this model, it is suggested that
the following basic service groups be included:

1; Exceptional Student. Staffing Committeei
2; Children, Youth and Families Prograiti OffiCei
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Developmental Services Program Office,
Economic Services Program Office,

5; Health Program Office;
6; Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Program Office,
7; Vocational Rehabilitation Program Office
S Division of Blind Services, Department of Education,
9. private agencies, and

10; others, as deemed appropriate to a particular community;

Since the functions of the county interagency mental handicap committee are case
services and planning, the committee reviews those cases brought before it, assesses the
needs in relation to services and resources within the community, and decides on a
coordinatdd approach. to assist the individual, family or school. As the services are
carried out, gags and duplications in service delivery are identified; Plannirg activities
frequently culminate in recommendations to higher authorities, regional planning groups
or state entities (Figure 2).
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Figure 2.
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Requirementd for Certification in Mental Retardation Appendi

Florida State Board of Education Regulations (SBER)
Section 6A-4;17(1)

SA4.17 &Optional child education _(grades_ K-12.
Certification in exceptional child education shall be shown
in specific areas of disabilitiei as specified below:

(1) Specialization requirements for certification in
mental retardation (grades Kt12):

(a) A bachelor's or higher degree with a major in

exceptional child education with special:zoom in mental
retardation, or

(61 A bechelor'S or higher degree with thirty_ -two
(321 semester hours' including the areas specified below:

L Nine (91 semester hours including credit in each
of the following

a. survey course in the education of exceptional
children

b. introduction to language development and
speech disabilities

c. principles of human development or- child and
adolescentpsychology

2. Nine 191 semester hours including credit in each
of the following _

a. teaching of sequential developmental skills and
concepts of reading at the elementary level

13: teaching of seq9ential developmental skills and
concepts of arithmetic at the_ elementary level

c. materials for usewith children such as children's
literature. audiu.visual materildS and library materials

3. Two 121 semester hours in educational
assessment including 'evaluative and instructional
techniques for exceptional children to pr9vide an
objective data base for individualized instruction.

4. Three 13) semester hours from one (11 of the
following:

a. nature study or life science for the elementary
school

13: social studies to include conservation
. C. health education and/or physical education for

exceptional children
d. art for the elementary school
e. music for the elementary school

1. occupational and educational information
5. Nine 191 semester hours in separate or integrated

specialized courses to include:
a. a course in the blologital, psychological and

sociological foundations of mental retardation
b. courses from:
111 editeatitin of children and youth who are

trainable mentally retarded including curriculum
devWopment, methods and materials

(21 education of children and 'youth who are
educable Mentally retarded including curriculuin
development. methiAr; and materials

(31 education of youth *lib are mentally retarded
including slash' basic home economics or industrial arts

icl Certification Ln emotional disturbance or specific
learning disitbilitiei and completion of the_ nine (9)

.semester hours specified in area 5. above for certification
in mental retardation.

Note: This is an excerpt covering specialization requirements.
Other requirements which have to be met for full cartifica-

titin are covered in Sections 1-7. One quarter hour of .

college credit is' equal to two-thirds (213) of one semester
hour;
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PROCESS COMPONENTS IN PROGRAM MODEL

1.0 CASE DETECTION

lsi LOCATE LEARNER WITH PROBLEMS

1.2 REFER LEARNER

2.0 'PROGRAM ENTRY

2.1 ANALYZE LEARNER PROBLEM

2,2 DETERMINE ELIGIBILITY:

30 INTERVENTION ASSIGNMENT

3,1 DETERMINE.OBJECTIVES

3,2 SELECT STRATEGIES

3,3 SPECIFY RESOURCES

3,4 MATCH RESOURCES TO STRATEGIES

3,5 PLAN INTERVENTION ASSIGNMENT

3,6 PERFORM LEARNER PLACEMENT

Appendix B

4.0 INTERVENTION DELIVERY AND MONITORING

4,1 IMPLEMENT INDIVIDUAL EDUCATIONAL PLAN (IEP)

4,2 CONDUCT SHORTTERM EVALUATION

4,3 CONDUCT LONGTERM EVALUATION

5.0 TRANSITION AND FOLLOWUP

. 5.1 TRANSFER LEARNER TO NEW SETTING

5.2 PERFORM PROGRAM CHANGE FOLLOWUP

5.3 PERFORM COMMUNITY SETTING FOLLOWUP
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5.0 Transition and Follow:Up

Appendix B (continued):

5.1.1
5.1 TRANSFER LEARNER TO NEW SETTING

5.1.3E
Determine Type of
Occupation Most
Consistent With
Learner Ability;
Training; Interest

5.1.3A

Review Learner
DOW Determine -
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5.1.2 ir
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p
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General Education
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for Learner Change.

5.1.48
Assist Learner in
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or Refer-to Other
Agency for
Assistance.

5.1.4A

Transfer Learner
To New Program
Placement.

5.2 PERFORM PROGRAM CHANGE FOLLOW -UP
5.2.1 5.2.2

Follow Learner in
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5.2.4A
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5

( Exit
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524B
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Setting. Follow
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5.3 PERFORM COMMUNITY SETTING FOLLOW:UP

5.3.3
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5.3.2
Observe Uarner,
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Follow:up
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Appendix C

ABSTRACTS OF AGENCY PROGRAMS

The following abstracts* present a brief description of repres'entative agencies involved
in service delivery to the mentally handicapped. It is recognized that some of the
agencies may not have the mentally handicapped as their major focus, but they are
included in an- attempt to display services as inclusively as possible.. The abstracts
included are:

Florida Association for Retarded Citizens

Florida Department of Education

Division of Public Schools

Bureau.of Program Support Services

Bureau of Education for Exceptional Students

Division of Vocational Education

Division of Blind Services

Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services

Children's Medical Services Program Office

EcOnomic Services Program Office

Health Program Office

Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Program Office

Developmental Services Program Office

Vocational Rehabilitation Program Office

Children, Youth and Families Program Offite

Florida Project Head Start

Representative District Programs in Florida

Escambia County Exceptional Student Program

Ridge Area Association for Retarded Children, Highlands County

*The abstracts contained herein were authored by representatives of the specifiC
agencies.
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FLORIDA ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED CITIZENS

The Florida Association for Retarded Citizens (FARC) is a nonprofit, voluntary,
nongovernmental association of parents and friends of the retarded, and it Is the only
voluntary organization in Florida devoted solely to promoting the welfare of the
mentally retarded of all ages. The association is dedicated to the service of all retarded
persons regardless of degree or type of retardation or whether or not they attend public,
private or religiou's schools, residential or day, Or whether they reside at home, in the
community, or in institutions. Florida's total population of retarded persons is

approximately 250,000.

FARC has forty=three affiliated local units serving forty-four Florida counties, and it is
also affiliated with the National Association for Retarded Citizens.

Through the local Associations for Retarded Citizens (ARCs), FARC provides a variety
of programs and services for several thousand retarded persons. Included are:
(1) preschool and day care centers; (2) specialized training facilities and sheltered
workshop programs; (3) group homes, foster homes, private residential facilities;
(4) prevention programs aimed at eliminating the causes of retardation; (5) parent
counseling and training; (Ce, public informational programs; - (7) citizen advocacy
programs; (8) recreation, religious nurture, transportation; and (9) Special Olympics.

FARC operates a three=3.veek residential -camping program each summer which serves
over 160 retarded individuals. It also provides liaison with appropriate governmental
agencies and the Legislature in matters concerning the retarded.

FARC provides a program of advocacy,-endeavoring to provide individual advocacy for
the developmentally disabled by using paid VISTA volunteers, citizen volunteers, and
local ARC staff coordinators. FARC is a source of information and referral for all in
response to public and private requests.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

DIVISION OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Bureau of Program Support-Services_

The Student Services Section isinvolved in the total thrust of instructional and support
services programming for mentally handicapped students. Programming includes
services such as the utilization of the skills' of school counselors, pSyChologists, social
workers, and occupational specialists in working with students, as well as a variety of
consultations with parents. teachers, and other educational personnel. Many educational
purposes are accomplished through the implementation of career education concepts and
involvement with implementation of the community school programs. This program is

dependent. on the coordination of many professionals in terms of a full use of a
differentiated team approach.

Bureau of Education for -Exceptional_Studerris

Members of the staff of the Bureau of Education for Exceptional Students (BEES) provide
consultative services for general program development of special education programs, as
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well as specialized services in the various areas of exceptionality; Assistance is offered
to local school systems through:

Consultant services in program planning and implementation, FEFP funding abd
facility needs.

_

Liaison with other divisions, sections; and bureaus of the Department of Educatt n;
other state agencies; private and voluntary organizations; matters relating o
sueveys, .evaluationst and joint projects concerning_ exceptional students; a d
university personnel in matters relating to teacher education;

Planning and conducting state conferences; special study institutes, and workshops;

Participating in professidnal meetings at the national; state; and district levels;

Reviewing -projects requesting federal and state funds for programs for exceptional
students.

DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL 'EDUCATION\Effective vocational education for the handitapped depen s on close cooperatio9til
betWeen agencies providing vocational education, special e ation, and vocation I
rehabilitation; The Florida State Plan for Vocational Educatio , under Title II of th$
Vocational Education Amendments of 1976, provides cooperative arrangements / oT
agreements with -the state special education agency, the state vocaticksnal rehabilitatio
agency, or other state agencies having responsibility for the education of handicappe
persons:

.

It is provided in federal legislation that a minimum_ of 10% of the base allocation o
federal vocational eduCation funds to the state of Florida be set aside for vocationa
education programs, services, and activities for the handicapped. State and local funds,
are combined with the federal funds provisionin the provisn Of services to school districts 2 I
community colleges; and special state institutions in Florida.

The state administration of the vocational education program is decentralized and is
provided by consultants in five regions. OVerall consultative, services and assistance are
also provided by staff having statewide program responsibilities.

Activities at the local leVel inClUde the evaluation of students' vocational interests and
aptitudes, counseling, Vocational training, supportive services, and job placement;

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT- OF HEALTH AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES

CHILDREN'S MEDICAL SERVICES PROGRAM OFFICE

Children'S Medical Setvites (CMS) is charged with the responsibility of identifying
meditally and financially eligible residents of Florida to age twenty-one who require

_ ,-iC 1, ;..-c +sors.s+resart+ few nrtv mdati; rA I
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Condition which may hinder normal growth and development; The program's goal is to

render the highest quality medical care to the needy young residents of Florida, provided
that financial guidelines are met and are within the program's budgetary limitations.

The services provided by Children's Medical ServiceS include: medical; surgery,
anesthesia,. medications; integrated services such as dental, speech, audiological1 and

psychological services; prosthetic devices and applianceti physical and occupational
therapy; hospital and convalescent care.

CMS has clinic facilities and support staff located throughout the state to provide its
services locally to thaSe who need them.

ECONOMIC SERVICES PROGRAM OFFICE

Economic ServiCeS (ES) is charged with the task of adMinistering social welfare programs
throughout the State of Florida, utilizing federal and state funds, as well as serving as

fiscal administrator for special federally funded programs.

Specific categories of Clients served are: (I) aid to families with dependent children,

(2) aid to the disabled,,(3) aid _to the blind, and (4) aid to theaging. The last three client
groups receive financial maintenance through the Social__Security Administration and
social services food stamps and medical care .through the ES programs. Additionally, the

services include special programs in, child welfare (i.e., 'protective services, child abuse
registry, foster care, and adoption), commodity distribution, food stamps, Cuban refugee

assistance, repatriated American assistance; medicaid, and the work incentive program;

The services of ES are available to all persons residing in the state of Florida who meet

the eligibility requirements of financial need andfor age criteria. Regional offices have
been established in each of eleven geographical areas in Order to bring services within

ready access to potential clients in their home community. Individuals, or community

agencies acting on their behalf, who believe they are in need of services from ES May

apply for such services at their local office.

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES PROGRAM

Public Health Services provides direct services tQ infants, children, and adolescents

mainly through the county health departments (CHD'S) in the sixty-seven counties: The

role of Health Services primarily includes prevention, surveillance for disease and
disability, case finding, and referral; "Secondary prevention" is accomplished in some

counties by _early intervention which may incldde treatment for certain selected condi-

tions; Health Services operates under statutes which relate to the total populationj
without regard for socioeconomic level; howeVer, as a result of tradition, practice and
the requirethentt of various federal programs, the_ group most commonly served is the

medically indigent, .although services vary froth dittritt to district according to local
facilities, Capabilities, and attitudes of local medical and dental associations;

iPrograms and services nclude the following:

Child Health. Section: Clinics at the county_ level for infants; children, and
adolesceritS; well child supervision (growth, deVelOpment, nutrition, immunization);
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screening programs (vision, hearing, medicaid, newborn screening program for PKU);
referral of patients with suspected or identified problems to other a.ppropriate
agencies; follow-up of referrals to other agencies; and treatment for minor health
problems, in some counties.

School Health: In cooperation with the Department of Education and district school
boards, provision of standardized school health records, screening services for vision
and hearing and for other selected problemt, consultation to school personnel on
acute health probelims a resource for health education, direct services to students;
and liaison between educators, local medical, dental, and other health professionals.

Bureau of Preventable Diseases: Immunization (infants and mandatory
immunizations for school entry); investigation of reported illness or outbreaks;
statewide surveillance for outbreaks of communicable diseases; and monitoring
births for congenital malformations.

Public Health Nursing Section: Supervision, consultative; and advisory role for
Public Health Nursing activities in CHD's throughout the state. Public Health
Ntitting is often the original' point of contact between their agency and any other
agency, governmental Or voluntary, especially for the schools and school health
services.

Health Education _Section: Public education concerning health problems, and the
need for early detection and proper treatment; help for patients and families in
adjusting to chrOnic and other abnormal health Conditions; provision of materials in

A variety of media; maintenance of a liage medical library and extensive audio-
visual library on health subjects available for loan upon request to other: agencies
and responsible individuals; distributiOn of a catalog of films _and a publication,
Florida-Health Notes, for the layman.

Nutritio. n_Section: Educational and counseling services from state level perSonnel,
especially regional and county - level nutritionists who provide nutritional guidarite
On a group basis or an individual basis; assistance with special diet prescriptions,
child day care feeding programs; and resource for school health educators and sthool
personnel;

13ureat Maternal Health and Family- Planning: Provision of services for women
who cannot afford private obstetrical care (arrangement for hospital delivery, but
not hoSpitalization costs); prenatal care (Identification of existing maternal medical
problems by history, physical and laboratory examination); preliminary counseling on
genetic problems and referral to an outside authority when a serious problem is

presented or suspected; counseling concerning .family planning methods and provision

of appropriate family planning services and follow-up needed;

Bureau_of Adult Health and Chronic Diseases: Education concerr;!ng the prevention,
early detection, and, managernent of such chronic disease _as diabetes, cancer,
rheumatic fever, hypertehsion, -glaucoma; and kidney disease; The bureau provides a
variety of screening programs for such conditions. It handlet the program for
distribution of anticonvulsant medications to epileptics who are under medical--supervision and are financially unable to bear the cost of the needed drugs. It has a
similar program for rheumatic fever, prophylaxis and insulin distribution.
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ALCOHOL, DRUG ABUSE AND MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM OFFICE

The following services are available in varying degrees in the mental health clinics and
centers throughout the state.

Referral services: Clinic and center staff make apropriate agency referral of cases
coming to their attention.

Diagnostic services: Major thrusts in a mental health evaluation include psychological,
social, and psychiatric viewpoints, as indicated, in order to accurately assess a client's
functioning. Such services may be a part of a screening program.

. .

Outpatient services: Consists of a variety of techniques, including individual and group
psychotherapy and chemotherapy. Patients who require a minimal contact with the
clinic (about one to four hours per month) are placed on outpatient status.

Intermediate care services: Are provided as a therapeutic program for those persons
who require less than 24 hourt a day care, but more than outpatient care; Therapies
employed include group and individual psychotherapy, occupational therapy, recreational
therapy, and chemotherapy.

These services include day care and often extend to evening care, night care, weekend
care, and serrtii-day care.

Inpatient services: Are 24-hour services for patients who require around-the-clock,
therapeutic environment. These may be provided in a community mental health center,

-o

a local general hospital, or a state mental hospital. Intensive treatment through group
and individual psychotherapists, chemotherapy, milieu therapy, and often occupational,,
and recreational therapy are provided.

Residential programs: Such quarter=Way or half=way houses which also provide a 24-
hour therapeutic environment but of leSter intensity than, inpatient services in a hospital
setting.

Consultailon services: To other agencies regarding the mental health needs of their
clients and the mental health aspects of their programming.

Crisis Stabilization Program: An alternative to inpatient hospitalization which functions
as a 24-hour, seven-day-per-week central receiving point for emergency services, crisis
intervention, screening and evaluation, and residential services up to 96 hours.

Short-Term Residential Program: A short=term, intensive treatment program designed
to serve acutely mentally ditturbed clientt for a maximum of 25 days in a setting which
approximates as closely as possible a regular family or group dwelling. Program will
provide medication, stabilization, and individual anc' group therapy. This program is an
alternative to inpatient hospitalization services.

DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES PROGRAM OFFICE"

Services for mentally handicapped individuals in Florida are provided by the
Developmental Services Program. of the Department of Health and Rehabilitative
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Services (DHRS). Services are provided through eleven service diStric/ts throughout the
State. Each district has a Developmental Services Program supervisor/ who is responsible
for the coordination of programs for retarded and other developmentally disabled
individuals residing in the counties which make up the district. Services provided include
residential care, developmental training and education, therapies; 'medical and dental
treatment, respite care, parent training and family support, and ,transportation, .when
these services are not the responsibility of another governmentalentity.

Referral and Eligibility Determination

Referrals for services are received by the. Developmental Services social worker (case
manager), who completes a preliminary review for eligibility and need and then refers
the case to the Developmental Services Diagnosis and Evaluation (D & E) team in each
district. Eligibility for services is determined by the D & E team on an individual basis.
To be eligible for retardation services, an applicant must score below 70 on a
standardized intelligence test a must also exhibit a deficit in adaptive behavior.

Under Florida law, individual; with 'cerebral palsy, epilepsy, or autism are also
considered developmentally disabled and may be eligible for services under the
Developmental Services Program. Children under five years of age who are considered
at high risk of becoming developmentally disabled and individuals with other disabling
conditions may also receive services. All services are subject to the availability of funds
except residential care, which is available for retarded individuals only.

Planning and Provithng-Services

After an individual is seen by the D & E team; evaluation results and collateral data
(along with input fromparents and service providers) are used to complete a habilitation
plan for the client; The habilitation plan is an individualized prescriptive plan which
identifies client needs and authorizes the expenditure of funds to provide services to
meet those needs; The Developmental Servites case manager assigned to each client
assumes responsibility for obtaining the services needed as identified on the habilitation
plan; These needs are specified as goals on the habilitation plan.

r.

Any service may be provided which meets a goal identified on the client's habilitation
plan; Most nonschool-aged clients are provided with training and/or educational services
deAgned to deVelop skills that will assist .them in living as independently as possible.
Training is provided to adults and oreseiool children through the Development Training
Program (DTP), which is the core community-based program available under the
Developmental Services. Program. _DTP's operate for_230 -days per_ year and provide a
minimum of six hours of programming .per day. Developmental Training .Program staff
are required to develop._ JEP's or Individual Program _ Plans (IPP's) _ to _ implement the
training goals for' the client. . Some DTP's also provide speech, physical; and other
-therapy services as needed.

Children zero to the years of age are more likely to be served by aitinfant_ stimulation
program designed to :provide early educational _intervention_ in the_ life of the develop-__
mentally disabled or high risk child. Pecause_of_the age of-the -child-andthe empWsit .on
parent involvementi_ such programs are usually: home-based,_ although the parents may
come to a community-based center for training and special_ therapiet needed by their
Child. _The child is not eligible for these set-Aces In counties where publiC schools provide
this education and training. . .

b3'
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Residential Care

The Developmental Services Program prOvides parent training and other family support
services to help the retarded person live in his or her own home with parents, relatives or
guardians; When this is not possible, however, a continuum of _residential placements is

available to retarded individuals. This continuum includes foster and _grou homes,

residential habilitation centers, Intermediate Care FacilLties for the Mentally Retarded

(ICF/MR's), and institutions called Sunland Centers. Chapter 393, Florida StatUtes,
mandates that the Developmental Services Program place clients needing _residential

care in the least restrictive environment, and community placements are always
considered less restrictive than placement in a Sunland Center. Six Sunland Centers are

currently operated by the Developmental Services Program, although two of the centers

will be closing by 1984. As of April 30, 1982, there were 3,098 clients residing in the

Sunland Centers.

A viable alternative to placement in a Sunland Center is placement in a community-
based Intermediate Care Fatility for the Mentally Retarded. An ICF/MR provides
residential care, medical care, and all of the training and treatment needed by each

client as specified on the habilitation plan. However, for school -aged children, primary
educational services must be met by the public school system, with the ICF/MR
providing follow-up supportive services.

Other Services

There are a number of other services that a retarded person may need in -addition to

living arrangements and training. The Developmental Services Program can evaluate the

need for additional services and may provide speech, occupational and physical therapy,

medical and dental care, transportation, and counseling, when these are not services

mandated to be provided by public schools.

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION PROGRAM OFFICE

The following services are provided by Vocational Rehabilitation:

Work-oriented facility: A rehabilitation facility with a controlled working
environment and individual vocational goals which utilizes work experience and
related services for assisting the :.handicapped person in progress toward normal
living and a productive vocational status.

Sheltered workshop: A charitable organization or institution conducted not for
profit but for the purpose of carrying out a recognized program of rehabilitation for
handicapped workers and/or providing such individuals _with remunerative employ-
ment and other occupational rehabilitation activity of an educational or therapeutic

nature.

Work activity center: A workshop, or a physically separated department of , a

workshop having an identifiable program, separate supervision and records, planned

and designed exclusively to provide therapeutic activities for handicapped workers

whose physical or mentalimpairment is so severe as to make their productive
capacity inconsequential. Therapeutic activities include custodial activities (such as

activities where the focus is on teaching the basic skills of living), and any
purposeful activity so long as work or production is notIthe main mirpose.
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Work evaluation: The _process of client job tryout, work sample, collecting and
appraising information on the disabled person's work history, education and physical
condition for the purpose of determining employment potential. Performed by
Vocational Rehabilitation counselors, but usually by work evaluators.

I II I I Personal adjustment training includes any training
given for any of the following reasons:

I. to assist the individual in acquiring personal habits, attitudes,-and skills that
will enable him to function effectively in spite of his disability,

2. to develop or increase work tolerance prior to engaging in prevocational or
vocational training or being emploed,.

3. to develop work habits and orient the individual to the work world, or

4. to provide skills or techniques for the specific purpose of enabling the individual
to compensate for the loss of a member of the body or the loss of a sensory
function.

Prevocational training: Any form of academic or basic training given for the
acquisition of background knowledge or skill prerequisite or preparatory to voca-
tional training or employment where the primary occupational knowledge and skills
are learned on the job. It may include training given for the purpose of removing an
educational deficiency which interferes with the fullest utilization of the
occupational knowledge or skills already possessed by a disabled individual.

VocationalIrainingr Systematic, planned instruction to qualify for private
employment in the trade or occupation in which training was received.

Extended employment: Work performed by a patient or client in a sheltered
workshop or similar rehabilitation facility over an extended period of time. The
client or patient working in this capacity usually has not yet achieved a work
adjustment and/or rate of activity adequate for competitive employment.

CHILDREN, YOUTH AND FAMILIES PROGRAM OFFICE

The Youth Services Program Office of. the Department or Health and Rehabilitative
Services has the following mission and objectives. .

I. To protect society more effectively by providing methods of training and treatment
directed toward rehabilitation of children who violate the law as an alternative to
retributive punishment.

2. To assure provision, preferably in each child's own home, of the care, guidance, and
control conducive to the child's welfare (and in the best interests of the state) to all
children brought to the attention of the courts as a result of their misconduct.

3. To assure that a child removed from the control of his/her parent shall receive the
most appropriate care, custody, and discipline that can be achieved within budgeted
resources. This care, as nearly as possible, should be equivalent to that which should
have been given to the child by the parent.
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To provide procedures for executing and enforcing the law which will assure all
parties fair hearings at which their rights as citizens are recognized and protected.

5. To socialize or resocialize youthful offenders in a variety of community-based
programs which provide services within a framework of appropriate and reasonable
control and which accentuate community involvement, volunteer use, and
limitations on inappropriate penetration of the criminal justice system.

6. To remain abreast of current research and innovative development in other states
and, through the maintenance of a statistical data system, to inform the state's
elected official legislators, press, and/ general pul-qc on juvenile delinquency
problems and programs as they may so request.

The Youth Services Program Office is responsible for the following when the activities
relate to delinquent youth.

1. Identification of clients' needs

2. Intraprogram policy development

3. Short-term and long-term intraprogram planning

4. Intraprogram standards setting, monitoring, and quality control

5. Intraprogram staff development, training, and technical assistance program.;

6. Advising the Assistaht Secretary for Program Planning and Development and others
within the Departmert, upon request, on issues within their areas of substantive
expertise

7. Acting as liaison, when assigned by the Assistant Secretary for Program Planning
and Development, to other governmental agencies and the public on programmatic
issues

8. Developing state program plans

9. Developing resource forecasts and working within the state on community resource
development

10. Quality control

11. Statewide supervision of the administration of service programs

12. Any other program planning and development duties assigned by the Secretary

The eleven district$ of the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services operate
four major institutions as well as many community-based residential and nonresidential
alternatives for social rehabilitation of socially maladjusted youth.

The major goal of the education program is to provide academic and vocational
competencies related to the social and occupational skills needed by the individual
contributing citizen. Educational services are provided by a public school district or
community college.
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FLORIDA PROJECT HEAD START

The Head Start program is a federally funded; comprehensive child development program
for preschool children aged 3 to 5 years. The program is administered by the Office of
Child Development. (OCD); Department of Health; Education and Welfare. Of the
approximately 12;000 children enrolled in Florida's 35 individual Head Start programs;
10*i are required to be handicapped children by virtue :of a 1972 Congressional mandate.
)-',-Igrams enroll and serve eligible children haVing the following exceptionalities:
r,!indness, visual impairment; deafness; hearing ithpaitinent; physiCal handicap, health or
developmental impairment; speech and language ditorders, mental retardation, and
emotional disturbance;

The Head Start program contains five major service components: education, health;
nutrition, social services; and parent involvement. The program is based on the premise
that all children share certain needs and that Children; particularly those of low income
families; car. h.r.trv=fit from a comprehensive developmental program to meet those needs.

The overall goal of the Head Start program is to bring about a greater degree of social
competence (i;e4 effectiveness in dealing with both present avironment and later
responsibilities in school and-life) in children-of low income familiei. Eligibility for
program participation is based on income level; although programs are permitted to
provide up, to 10% of their services to children of fathilies above the eligibility income
level. Families of handicapped children must meet these same eligibility requirements.

REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT PROGRAMS

ESCAMBIA COUNTY EXCEPTIONAL STUDENT PROGRAM

Services for the mentally retarded are provided through the exceptional child education
program of the Escambia County piiblie school district.

General_Objectives

1; To assist each mentally retarded_Child in becoming less dependent on others and;
hence; more independent within a framework of recognized limitations;

2; To provide sequential programs of instruction for students (K-12)_ with intellectual
disabilities; including oppertUnities to develop motor, auditory, visual; and associa-
tional skills; language arts and arithmetic computational skills; social learning skills;
and to assess occupational potential.

In accordance With State Board of Education Rules, parents of retarded children who are
eligible firpiiblit Schotil placement are given the following_ informition: (1) their child's
educational leVel; (2) their child's limitation of mental ability-,_ and (3) the educational
program recommended for their child; Parents are given the opportunity to accept or
reject the recommended special education placement under due process provisions:-
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RIDGE AREA ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED CHILDREN

Services for the mentally retarded and his family are provided by the Ridge Area
Association for Retarded Children.

General Objectives

I. To serve the retarded and his family regardless of the degree of handiCap, race,
religion or economic status; whether at home, in the community, at school, or at an
institution.

2 To procure services needed, and, where not served, to provide.

Case Finding

Werra ls are made to appropriate agencies upon inquiry.. When new people in the
community are observed who may be potential clients, efforts are made to contact them
f-6r expression of interest or need.

EciJcation and Training

For those clients not ready or willing_ to use public school services or direct services
of iered by the ARC, efforts are made to develop home training programs appropriate to
the need.

Developmental training is a community .clask open to preschool handicapped and school-
age handicapped exchided by virtue of ability leVelt.

ACtivity centers and sheltered workshops Offer opportunities for postschool-aged adultsi
with erriphasis on prevocational skillsi personal and social adjustment, and self-help
communication

Vocational

Minimal services are available in training for job placement. The ARC facility offers
limited sheltered employment.

Recreation

A strong camping program includes overnight experience for all retarded who c-n benefit
_from the opportunity; day camp, coordinated by the ARC, is an extension of the public
School program for trainable" students. Residential camping is by sponsorship to FARC

camp.

Special Olympics, which includes a large participation of public school and association
clients, is coordinated by the ARC.

Day-Care

Day care is provided for a small number of clients who are unable to participate In an
active training program.
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Equal Protection,

The ARC has served as the advocate for the retarded in the community with public and
private agencies, in a wide range of need.

The ARC serves in the community as a source of information, interpreting the needs of
the retarded to the public and identifying and educating for public acceptance,
understanding and support.
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-REQUIREMENTS FOR DIPLOMAS AND CERTIFICATES

Type of
Graduation

Regular State
Standards for
Basic Skills

and Functional
Literacy

Special State
Prescribed

SAandardt for
Eisceptional

Students

District
Prescribed
Credits for
Graduation'

Other
District

Requirements
for Graduation

Standard Diploma

Certificate of
Completion (for
nonexceptional
students only)

Special Diploma

Special
Certificate of
Completion

X X

x

Sxceptional students may be eligible to receive a standard diploma if they meet all
requirements, a special diploma if they meet only the special requirements, or a special
certificate of completion if they meet district but not state requirements.

A student is considered to have graduated when awarded a standard or special diploma.
Any subsequent educe tonal programs would be through adult or community education,
vocational/technical schools, and the like.

A certificate of completion or a special certificate of completion is not considered high

school graduation.
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